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WHAT’S  NEW  IN  MINDMANAGER  FOR MAC  13  
 

NEW! Gantt and More 
New tools for project managers 
Gantt charts are widely used by project managers for the detail and visibility they provide. We’ve added 
Gantt functionality and many more new project management features into MindManager for Mac to easily 
plan, coordinate, and execute your projects. 
 
• Add, edit, and view project elements, and track general project costs within Gantt view 
• Easily adjust your view based on project size or timeline 
• Move projects, remove slack time, roll up tasks, view critical paths, set milestones, and more 

 
 
NEW! Project Cost Tracking 
Get a more complete project picture 
Whether your project budget is massive or modest, keeping costs in sight is the key to successfully 
managing it. Our new Project Costing tool lets you quickly add individual costs into your project maps, 
easily update them, and sum totals with a simple click, for instant visibility into one of your project’s most 
critical elements. 
● Define and view general costs and resource costs within maps 
● Tailor maps for budget-focused conversations by rolling up costs 
● Manage exceptions and ensure budget adherence by creating SmartRules that trigger when costs 

exceed set amounts 
 
 
NEW! Tag View 
Keep your projects on track 
Projects succeed when they stay in forward motion. Tag View gives you a clear picture of a project’s 
overall progress towards completion, and where each individual task is in the process, so you can make 
the right changes to keep things on track and on time. 
  

● See and update the status of tasks & action items in a progressive, Kanban-style columnar view 
● Instantly identify backlogs, bottlenecks, and resource issues 
● Define processes with custom column tags that are automatically applied in Map View 
 
 
NEW! MindManager Snap 
Snap up great content the moment you find it 
Inspiration and ideas can show up at any time. With MindManager Snap, you’ll be ready to grab them! 
Capture map-worthy content in seconds when you’re away from MindManager, then drop it into your 
maps the next time you open it up — so no on-the-go brainstorm or 2 a.m. ‘aha!’ ever slips through the 
cracks.  
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• Capture images, links, and text notes any time, from anywhere, through your Chrome browser or 
mobile device 

• Expand, enrich, and improve your maps in exciting new ways 
• Snapped content stays safe and secure in a cloud-based queue until you’re ready to add it to your 

map 
 
MindManager Snap Chrome extension available in the Chrome Web Store 
 
Capture via mobile device requires the MindManager Go mobile app 
 
 
NEW! MindManager Go 
Take your maps places your Mac can’t go 
Your thinking doesn’t end when you walk away from your desktop. Now your maps don’t either. Our fully-
redesigned MindManager Go mobile viewer app lets you review, show, discuss, and even capture 
content for your maps anywhere and anytime you want to. 
 
• View and navigate MindManager maps on your iPhone or iPad 
• Filter maps on tags, icons, priority & progress to easily focus on the information you need 
• Send images and text notes to your MindManager desktop with the NEW MindManager Snap capture 

tool 
 
Available for download in the Google Play and Apple App stores 
 
 
NEW! Tools for Mac 
Built natively for Mac users 
Mac and Windows machines are not created equally. That’s why we’ve created this version with Mac 
users in mind. In addition to our existing Dark Mode option, MindManager for Mac now comes with added 
enhancements. 
● Store your maps and access them from anywhere using your iCloud account 
● Extend or mirror your desktop on your iPad for meetings and presentations with Sidecar support* 
● Touch Bar support now includes tag functionality 
 
*Requires macOS 10.15 Catalina or greater 
 

ENHANCED Flowcharting Tools 
Keep processes flowing smoothly 
Clear, well-defined processes lead to smooth, glitch-free workflows. Our new flowcharting enhancements 
enable you to quickly build visual flows that bring shape and clarity to complex processes, are easy for 
others to understand and follow, and are easily adapted as needs change. 
● Define topic relationships clearly with improved relationship control and styling 
● Work more efficiently with improved line placement precision 
● Ability to add multiple lines coming out to/from a topic 
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ENHANCED Visualization & Productivity Tools 
Make a bigger impact faster 
It’s now easier than ever to build and navigate MindManager maps and diagrams, bringing greater value 
to your day, work, and world.  
● Make your diagrams richer and more engaging with NEW image thumbnails 
● Better manage and make sense of complex maps with powerful NEW sorting capabilities 
● Improve project management efficiency with NEW resource management options 
● Quickly access most-used key features and functions with IMPROVED ribbon control 
● Organize and update topics fast & intuitively with IMPROVED drag & drop functionality 
● Manage your diagrams more effectively with IMPROVED Shapes and Smart Shapes 
● Automate and accelerate even more with EXPANDED SmartRules 
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SYSTEM  REQUIREMENTS  FOR  VERSION  13.2.206   
• macOS X 10.13 (High Sierra) to macOS 12 Monterey 
• 500 MB available disk space 
• 1024 x 768 or greater display resolution 
• Additional requirements for certain features: 

o Broadband Internet Connection 
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WHAT’S  NEW  IN  MINDMANAGER  FOR MAC  13.2.206 
 
Support for macOS 12 Monterey 

• MindManager for Mac 13 is now fully supported on new macOS Monterey 
 
 
 
 

Known issues in MindManager for Mac 13.2.206  
 

Issue: Inside German and French version of MindManager Home/Insert ribbon displaying incorrect 
options under notes menu. 

Workaround: Not available. 

 

Issue: MindManager stops responding upon attaching a file to the relationship. 

Workaround: Do not attach aa file to relationship. 

 

Issue: MindManager is not responding when user try to open the map using icon from Dock pane after 
closing using keyboard shortcut while Notes pane is open. 

Workaround: Close Notes task pane before closing MindManager. 
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WHAT’S  NEW  IN  MINDMANAGER  FOR MAC  13.2.204 
 
Support for macOS 11 Big Sur 

• MindManager for Mac 13 is now fully supported on new macOS Big Sur 
 
 
 
Retired Features in MindManager for Mac 13.2.204  

• As we are decommissioning Mindjet servers Mindjet Connect aka Project Director won’t work 
anymore. 

•  MindManager Files & Task Integration has been removed from MindManager for Mac 13. 

 

Known issues in MindManager for Mac 13.2.204  
 

Issue: Unable to add floating topic on a published map when context menu of publish overlay is open 

Workaround: Users will have to double click one more time to insert a floating topic. 
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WHAT’S  NEW  IN  MINDMANAGER  FOR MAC  13.2.132 
NEW! MindManager License Server 
With the MindManager Mac 13.2 update, we are enhancing our connected cloud experience and adding 
account capabilities. The MindManager license server is an administrative control mechanism that 
gives end-users and enterprise administrators more visibility into, and simplified direct control 
over, license and account status and activity. This will require users to register an account 
to sign into the product. Registration requires an email address and a password.  
  
The implementation of the license server will enable the option for MindManager users with an account 
to expand their usage across the entire ecosystem of MindManager products, including multi-user 
MindManager Snap, MindManager for Microsoft Teams, and future MindManager products.   
  
Benefits for MindManager single-license users:  
  

• Potential for a broader range of product offerings to meet your needs and budget   
• Direct access to your account to view status, manage services, make updates, and request 

support   
• Up-to-the-minute product updates throughout your license term   

  
Benefits for enterprise administrators:  
  

• Expanded and simplified control over license distribution and management via the Admin 
Portal   

• Greater visibility into usage via the license server analytics & reporting capabilities   
  
ENHANCED! MindManager Snap  
  
Discover new personal and collaborative ways to capture, receive, and share content any time, from 
anywhere, through your Chrome browser or mobile device. NEW multi-user MindManager Snap allows 
users to create and manage Snap Queues with peers and defined groups of individuals.  
  

• Create a peer-to-peer or multi-user Snap Queue by inviting or adding other users   
• Collaborate more effectively by sending and receiving content with other users in your shared 

Snap Queues  
• Continue to enjoy the benefits of snapping up content to your own personal Snap Queue.  

 

RESOLVED  ISSUES  IN  VERSION  13.1.115 
General Mapping: 
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Issue: Some Touch Bar functions are not available. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Topic or Branch cannot be positioned when snapping down using topic handler. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Users are unable to edit map in the bottom of mapping canvas area. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: User is unable to export to HTML 5 without saving the map. 

Resolution: User no longer required to save map in order to export it. 

Issue: Unable to see resize cursor when hovering mouse over to the corners of an image. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

 

 

Ribbon Menu: 
Issue: Users are unable to customize ribbon menu. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Mapping canvas space is reduced due to extra space between dialogue frame and Ribbon tabs. 

Resolution: Space has been removed. 

 

Tag View: 
Issue: MindManager crashes while switching Dark/ Light mode in Tag View. 
Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: MindManager stops working when dragging topic with relationship to a boundary in Tag view. 
Resolution: Fixed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESOLVED  ISSUES  IN  VERSION  13.0.181 
General Mapping: 
Issue: Unable to add a topic precisely by double clicking on mapping canvas in the Flowchart maps. 

Resolution: Fixed. 
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Issue: Unable to set default format for relationship.  
Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Unable to change color of topic notes. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Images appeared bigger while adding them from Library.  

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Font style resets to “Regular” after changing the font size. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Filter overlay is not displayed for Show/Hide options. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: A callout cannot be moved to another topic. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Link tooltip isn’t appearing immediately after adding a link to the topic. 

Resolution: Fixed 

 

 

Task Management: 
Issue: Unable to add task info from Task pane after selecting 7-8 topics with a lace or rubber band select. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Calendar setting changes from Preference are not applied to the map. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

 

Properties: 
Issue: In pre-filled templates, the currency type in formulas cannot be changed. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Missing validation while entering property values. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Unable to add properties to multiple selected topics. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

 

 

Calendar & Reminder:  
Issue: Unable to add Reminders using Smart Calendar topic. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Date & Time inserted by Calendar event is not firing SmartRules trigger. 
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Workaround: Fixed. 

 

Tags: 
Issue: Identical tags can be added. 

Resolution: Fixed. 

Issue: Unable to select tags from General Tags group using topic context menu. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

 

Miscellaneous: 
Issue: MindManager for Mac crashes on refreshing invalid map roll-up link. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: MindManager for Mac crashes while opening Spelling dialogue inside Flowchart and Free-Form 
map template. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Unable to save map document on a shared drive. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Topic text is appearing cropped after applying Match Width. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Unable to access roll up maps link if maps are not saved in same folder. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Unable to drag a folder from Finder. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Zoom level is not maintained after saving and reopening the map. 

Workaround: Fixed. 

Issue: Unable to drag and drop Shapes and Smart Shapes to the exact location. 

Resolution: Fixed. 
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KNOWN  ISSUES  IN  VERSION  13.0.181   
 
General Mapping: 
Issue: Links are added to topics instead of topic notes while adding it from ribbon menu. 

Workaround: Add hyperlink using Insert from top menu bar. 

Issue: Map cannot be saved directly to Mindjet Files using file “Save as” dialogue. 

Workaround: User will need to save the map locally first and then upload it to Mindjet Files using Mindjet 
Files option inside File menu. 

Issue: Template, Theme and Map Parts cannot be saved directly to default directory inside Application 
Support. 

Workaround: Manually navigate to respective folders located at Macintosh HD > Users > UserName > 
Library > Application Support > Mindjet > Mindjet MindManager > 13 > English > Library > Choose the 
folder you are looking for and save. 

Issue: Unable to set distance between central topic and main topics from format task pane. 

Workaround: Set the distance inside format task pane before adding main topics. 

 

Filter: 
Issue: Unable to filter map based on tags inside General Tags group. 

Workaround: Create a new tag group, re-tag topics with tags from that group and then apply the filter. 

Issue: Callout topics which do not match filter criteria are filtered. 

Workaround: None. 

Issue: Unable to filter selected branch in Outline view. 

Workaround: None. 

 

SmartRules: 
Issue: Rules containing identical triggers or effects can be entered, which may cause conflicts. 

Workaround: Create SmartRules with unique triggers and effects. 

Issue: After applying a Topic Style as an effect, the topic shape cannot be changed. 

Workaround: None. 

 

Properties: 
Issue: Minor usability issues while adding options for ‘List’ type property. 

Workaround: Click on List options field to add the options and press return key to accept the value. 
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Issue: Default currency sign for properties is $. 

Workaround: It should be manually updated for maps created in German and French language. 

Issue: Property context menu to define or edit property value does not show open on right clicking 
property icon on the topic. 

Workaround: Use left click to launch Property context menu. 

 
Gantt Charts: 
Issue: Task duration in minutes or hours is rounding up to day for summary topic in Gantt charts 

Workaround: None. 

Issue: Timeline is not adjusted in Gantt chart if it is opened without selecting any topic in Map view. 

Workaround: Select a topic or branch in Map view before opening Gantt. 

 

Tag View:  
Issue: Sorting is reset as soon as any column is moved inside tag view. 

Workaround: Re-sort the tag view again after moving any column. 

Issue: Command +A keyboard shortcut does not select Callouts attached to a boundary inside Tag view. 

Workaround: Use Command click to select callouts.  

 

Image Thumbnail:  
Issue: Formatting options are not available inside format task pane for Image thumbnails.  

Workaround: Select the thumbnail and adjust it by dragging the handle. 

 

Miscellaneous: 
Issue: Snap queue windows disappears when clicked on mapping canvas. 

Workaround: Click MindManager Snap from ribbon menu to re-open the snap queue. 

Issue: Image object dimensions are not displayed when resizing an image.  

Workaround: Open format object dialog by right clicking the image object and adjust the height and /or 
width. 
Issue: Unable to insert topic inside Shapes or Smart Shapes using mouse double-click. 

Workaround: Lock the objects by right clicking the Background and insert or drag & drop the topic from 
mapping canvas. 

Issue: Date format is not showing correctly when exporting to Word.  
Workaround: None. 

Issue: Unable to export map in Word while MS Word is open.  
Workaround: MS Word needs to quit before exporting to word. 
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The material in this document is for informational purposes only and is subject to change without notice. While reasonable efforts 
have been made in the preparation of this document to assure its accuracy, Mindjet makes no representation or warranty 
expressed, implied, or statutory, as to its completeness, accuracy, or suitability, and assumes no liability from the use of the 
information contained herein.  
This software and related documentation are provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and 
are protected by patent, copyright, trademark, and other intellectual property laws. Except as expressly provided in any written 
license agreement from Mindjet, the furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these patents, copyrights, 
trademarks, or other intellectual property. 
Mindjet, MindManager and the Mindjet logo are trademarks of Corel Corporation, registered in the United States and other 
countries. Windows and the Windows logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation, in the United States and other 
countries. Mac and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other countries. Other names 
may be trademarks of their respective owner.  


